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Introduction

The following report investigates the possibilities and problems of

initiating a Mead Start program in an Indian Reservation-based community,

the Kansas Potawatomi. In this discussion of the Potawatomi community it

is hoped that points will emerge which have relevance for other Indian

reservation communities as well, for this is one of the aims of the

discussion.

The report focuses on the Potawatomi reservation because I know some-

thing about conditions there; but if a Mead Start program is to be initiated,

I think it would be wise to include not only the Potawatomi but the neighboring

Kickapoo and other children from low-income families in the area as well.

Therefore the reader is cautioned against assuming that the information

in this report is equally applicable to the Kickapoo and.other, non-Indian,

low - income families, even though I recommend that they be included in the

program.

The information and conclusions contained herein are based on my know

ledge of the Potawatomi gained as a member of the Kansas University Petawa-.

tomi study, a community study begun tour- users ago under the direction of Or.

James A=.Clifton of the university's deportment of anthropology. Suring

the two summers spent on the reservation I devoted most of my OM to

extended conversations with Potawatomi in their homes and at their cam-

amity activities. it would be more than presumptuous of me to say,-haw-

ever, that the following represents the opinion of the smierity of the

Potawatemi about the possibilities of their instituting a. Head Start

program. I conducted no door-to-door opinion survey of families whims

ciildrin are of Need Start age. Except whore otherwise noted, the WO* .

ions expressed are my own.

One last introductory note shoOld be addeds to my knowledge no action

has yet been taken either by the Petawatomi or intereited Whites in the area

towards setting bp a Head Start pregcbc. I seriously doubt thet mast of the
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krises th,it fcr such a prog-i:ci tAitt.:. This reperts

:-.11cn;m,ust hc regJrc'ed t.s a sort of assay of the raw materials in the area

is in no way a formal application for Head Start funds for the Potay.E.tom

Indian Reservation.

The Reservation Community

The Potawatomi Indian reservaticn consists _n 11 mile square tract

of land located one mil c west of the small forming community of Mayetta,

Kansas (population ca. 500). According to a cens'Js taken by the Kansas

University Potaw4tomi Study, as of 1 July 1963 there were 188 Potawatomi

living on this Reservation tract whose names were listed on the Tribal

Roll. In addition, perhaps another 150 Kndians livt there who either

are not Potawatomi or have not yet been listed on Ue tribal rolls.

About 325 Potawatomi live off the reservation in the surrounding towns,

with periNlps 300 more living in Tcpeka, twenty miler south of the res-

ervation.

Most of the Indian wage - earners work as semi-skilled or unskilled

laborers. On the reservation i.mie income is received from 1Pasilts form

land to Wnite formers arse from seasonal farm labor. I estimate that the

annual income of one-third of the Indian families on th, reservation and

in the surrounding towns amounts to less than $3,000. Several families

are receiving welfare payments from the state.

The vim]) town of Mayetta is within easy reach of those Indians who

have cars, as is the larger town of Moiton (population ca. 2,000), located

about 10 miles north of the reservation. Mayetta had its "boom" early in

this century, and has now become little more than a wide spot in the major

road between t;olton and Topeka.

The Potawatomi Reservation is under administrative control of a

Jureau of Indian Affairs office in Morton, Kansas, some 25 miles north of

the reservation. This office also has administrative control over the



smaller Kickapoo reservation (population i. 100), 1.caud just west of
Horton. The U.S. Public Health Servce operates a field oficz in HOitCri,
staffed by one field nurse and her secretary. This office tenders medice.1
and preventive medical service t4 both the Potawetomi and Kickapoo.

The Potawatamd have an alerAod Sulkiness committee rich thooreti
cally acts as a coordinating bc.,dy between the Potawatomi population
the Buri.:Iu of Indian Affuirs. For the last thirty years (and longer)
the Potawatoml population has been rent by political factionalism, c
condition not uncommon in other American Indian reserv44ion communitics.
The opposing groups, which may be labelled as "progressives" and "con-
servatives", strongly disagreu on basic policies regarding the steps to
be taken to "better the tribe; specifically, the conservatives (less
numerous th^n the'progressi4es) have in the past stood in firm opposi-
tion to programs of imprcvemeAt which are sponsered by the U.S. Govern.
ment. The progressives, while wishing to emphasize their relative auto-
nomy from Government control, are generally willing to accept offers of
advice and financial assistance on programs of general .welfare (e.g. a
sanitation system for the reservation). There hes been a general tend-
ency for the conservatives and progressives to shy away from meetings
to arbitrate their differencefi. The cons,:rvatives Boycott progretsfve
Business Committee umetings (the Business committee is composed antirili
of progressives), and progressives do n t attend conservative "commetis."
Not cniy do the conservatives boycott ?regressive meetings, but they tend
to ;toy away from !az activities which they; consider to be under the
control of the progressives. This means thitt any attemrt to institute
programs requiring the active support of the.cqmmunity sot large Will
first likely be categorized as being either conservative or progressive;
sponsered, and accordtngly.accepted

or rejected by segments of the pop.- .

ulation. It is quite true that not all of the community is either "hard
core" conservative or "hard 'zone" progressive . but the members of WO
these "hard cores" ire capable of influencing the opinion of others toward
proposed program. In short, a Head Start program would stand a good
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chz.rce of beine b.,4cotted by a of the commnity,

The Home Environment of the Potawetomi Chi lo

Houses on the reservation are for the most part located on indiv-

idual tracts of farm land. For the child this means that intertlf-

wItn Lther chi' ire;; is limited 1.-iruely to his brother..; c,n1 .f

hEls any, for much of the day. Th:; 'oto iclthmi do liL

ever, and frequently the child is tziken on visits L,/ fc:-.;-ds or

in the evenings. In addition, various religious and nDh-religious

are attended by entire familles and the pay togethei- in inili-Atu

games of baseball, tag, and hide and reek. During the summer such "lc,;

occur on almost every weekend.

The condition of L'dian hc:u.is or the reservation ;s generally w4, re;

than that of the White farmers' in the sae area. Few Indies%

homes have running water piped into the house, and almost none have

toilets. Heat in the winter is provided in most Indian homes by centrally

located wood stoves. Many of the Indian homes do have electritity, and,

especially in those homes in which there are children, there Is Utually

a television set.

The diet in most homes is, by White American Middle Class standards,

sub-standard but adequate. The meals I have consumed in the homes were

heavy in starch content. I know of only one famili in which the food

consumed by children contains a notable deficency of meat, milk, and fruit.

This particular family is on welfare, and their plight is wall-known if

only 'partially relieved, by local authorities.

I would estimate that approximately one- fourth of the children of

school age live with relatives other than, or in addition to, their

parents. In wilral cases care of the children is left to the parents'

relatives during the day while the parents work.

I know of no chnd who does not speak English with fluency expected



fret: chi:dren .7,;' toe same 5(:,cie are able to ipeak both,

torah and Eng!ish. In the nom( the children use Eng1=:s ln communic2:ot,

with their eldf!rs, and communicatt with each other in English. Telev: icl

sets, rzdice, and occasional trips to the local movie house (when they

can be afforded) offer the chile.-en ample exposure to English when they

hoc in company with their peers.

I canno about thc techni:: of inc c.

ext:cpz to '.jay that diLciplir..-J sem;; rzahor lenient :oflpered tt

Arnrican Middle Class !-tInd:ird2. 2 hcive heard soGloa IndiFn parents

.:bout the failure of cith:..rs to ecntrol their childrel, old as will ba

shOrtiy, one such complaint was voi:ed in connection with problems to k)

faced in setting up a Head start program; tut I cart bta sure that a:;

such complaints are b3sed on obser-ed :'act, or whethcr they are jus...: gr:

of several ways of exvessirg irate...foe:ily hostility. -

I cannot say that the .Indian on the reserveCon is any mo*-.

"deprived" in his social relalionsiliDL than the children of White rival

families in the immediat! arez1 and '-'Liawhere. The adult activities to

which the Indian chile i5 exposed in local meetings of the Potaw4.

tomi Drum religion) are certainly differenc from those witnessed by White

farm childrer -- but the Indian ch:Aren chase occh other and play bail

on such occasions just as White ehi!drQn do while their parents chat at

a church picnic on a Sunday afternoon.

A positive consic'txation in pleoning a Head Start program is that in

most of the families in which thcr are school-age children, as well as

among the older members r,,f the tribe and in the progress!ve council meotings,

there is an expressed wish to make plans for the "betterment of the yclunver

generation." Foremost in a majority of public statements on the subject

is the desire to help the children "get a good education." Most of klhe

Ault Potawatomi seem convinced of the truth of the statement, "If you

want to get anyplace in this world, yeuive got to get your education."
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The M:i3toring WH-.7 ikm2rz,.1 Attitude: ird Ind

The citizens of Nayctta, Holton,and dor ton have been livin

to Indian reservations for over a century. As with moct farmin

on the froncier, the inhabitants of these towns in the 19th and

centuries viewed tho Indians as obstacles blocking their relentless pdra;uit

0' "progress." FlamiN cditc,rials were written in

r.1::,-Jut the dclmuchery ai tht. luc . Indi reitera, c%e Y!,

evasire to rid the Indials of their land sc,:, it could bc "put to

I st.q-cet that or the White c:tizns in the r.e;ghboritT

still regard local Indians as "spendthri7ts" and "dotlo-and-outet.,

hive heard some wonder alotid why the Gay-naent doesrilt quit ugivirt,

outs" to the Indians. Sew: local businr..m undoubtfdly number ir.:v-

idual Indians as " setae cf their best frnlds." But I feel that er:LJr..1

the first of each monJ1, when pay-check:: :yrie in, th,.. Indians arc vetio:

visitors on Main Street; whi:e for the re:t of the morth, to the litc:;.

the Indians are dusky, lethargic fixtures to the park benches in thc $!1IT!

of the town square, or noisy disturber the peace in front of ',:e!-tai;

bars late at night. I wcru!d hasten to add that the Indians, especally

with the recent emphasin or: Civil rights fil-)v ements at the national

sometimes overemphasiae caro:, of rebuff o- liscrimination suffered 4t

the hands of the local AiLes.

The rationale for this cbvious over-generalization of prevailing

White attitudes in the :owns neighboring thz; reservation in simply' this:

I m dubious about a Head Start progr-m for Indians receiving much co-

operation from the local White civic groups, with the possible exception,

of the local school administration and chtIrch groups interested in pro...

selytization.

Present Program of Preparation for Education of Potawatomi C. ildren

At the present time the Potawatomi cnildreid, like the children of be
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Kickapoo tribe, twenty miles north, attend public schools in neighboring

towns .- then no longer attend Governmeilt boarding schools in the primary

or secondary grades. There is a kindergarten in the Holton Public School

System, but in Mayotte, where a majority of children living on the reser-

vation attend school, the system begins with the first grade.

Transportation to and from school for Whites and Indians alike is

provided by a school bus, which stops near the homes of children who live

on the reservation.

For the past several years, all Indian children eligible for Public

Health service have undergone a series of immunizations and physical exam-

inations the month before they enter public schools for the first time.

The children from both the Kickapoo and Potawatomi reservations, as well

as eligible Indian children whose families live in the surrounding towns,

undergo immunizations and examinations at the Public Health Field Station in

Holton. During an interview, the field nurse said that she estimated that

"about thirty" children of first-grade age would appear for the-examinetions

this year. This total includes both Potawatomi and Kickapoo children

living either on the reservation or in surrounding towns. She stated

that "a majority" of this group lived on the reservation. In the field

nurse's opinion, the Inaian children are medically fit to enter school

foMing the examinations.

Some Local Opinions about mead Start and Education in General

1. Potawatomi women livi on the reservat on about l

with three children in school and one to enter this fall: I explained in
general the Wijautives of Head Start and asked her reaction. "That's nice

to talk aboui"" she said, "but it would never work. The kijft are too moan.
There's too much prejudice (i.e., jealousy nong Indian families on the

reservation). They (the Indian parents) would figure they know as much

nbout (l .a., a pre-school program of activities) as the teacher does."

1..

*191111111113111111116111,0"1. I.
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She added that she didn't think there would be enough Indian children in

the proper age bra:ket to make the program worth while. I asked if it

would be better for an Indian than for a White person to supervise the

program: "h4: A White maa would have to run it. They (the otner Indians)

wouldr. Itand for an Indian runnthg it; They'd think they knew more about

ruLning it than he (the Indian) would." She continuinl, doesn6t

care what her kids do; and G , he thinks he can teach his kids better

then the teacher." She added that A 's children acted like bullies,

and that several children had returned from the Catholic Mission Day

School (see below) with complaints about how A's children had "picked

on them." The woman concluded, "the older ones -- the parents-- they're

the ones that need help. They don't take responsibility with their kids."

She felt that a Head Start program would fail for lack of support by the

local population.

2. The Public Health Field Nurse and her secretary; the secretary

is a rominent member of the o ressive faction althou h she lives off

the reservation. She has children of school age. Both ladies felt that

there it a fluid for a Head Start program, and thiyht that the program

would work. The nurse said that she had already received same infor-

mation on Head Start from the Area Office of the Public Health Servite,

and that she %wild like very much to take part in the program. She

thought that any plans for Head Start should include both the Klckapoo

and the Potewatomi.

3. Potatomi set about 5O years old, with a ou son eligible fog

en.:: into school. He lives with his son and his aged mother on the res-

ervation. The man noted that the Public Health Nurse had been attempting

to persuade him to take his son to the clinic for his pre-school check-

up. "Out," he said, "I don't think I'm gonna send the boy to school for

a while yet. I can teach him as much as he would learn in that school --

I teach him all about nature. He (the boy) is already ahead of them

other kids. Count for the man, Paull" (Paul, his son, counted swiftly

to ten.) The living conaitions of this particular family are the worst

I know of on the reservation.
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4. A second- rade schoo! teacher it Hr..ton whose cl ,sses include

051Eicepoo children. She is aboutlLyeais old, and her husband teaches

math and science in the Hortot Hi9h School. This teacher felt that the

local Indian children had no serious problems adjusting to the school

rot 'n tha primary grades. She rated them no better or no worse than

her other pupils in eagerness and ability to learn. She noted no problem

of communication between her and the Indian children. In the second

grade, she said, there are no indications that the Indian children are

less responsive to discipline than other children of the same age, and

thert is no apparent tendency for Indian Children to "stick to themselves"

during play period. The only unusual incident she could recall occurrea

during lunch period on the first day of school two years aao; when an

Indian boy in school for the first time dumped his food out of his plate

on to the table and ate from the table-top. The teachers, she said, told

him that that was not th.: provr thing at mealtime, and the inci-

dent was not repeated.

The situation begins to change beginning in the sixth grade. SUe

noted that at this time the Indian children tend to play in their own

groups at recess, and to become more sullen and less responsive in ,.he

classroom (a similar pattern was noted in a study of Oglala Sioux stu-

dents by Wax, Wax, and Dumont, "Formal Education in an American Indian

Community," Social Problems Vol.!! (4), 1964).

The teacher reported that it was difficult to get Indian parents

involved in PTA activities. When given responsibilities for providing

goods or services in school functions, the Indian parents would fail to

appear, or would not fulfill their responsibilities. She felt that a

Head Start program would be good for the Indians if Indian parents would

cooperate.

Past Cooperative Programs on the V,servation

The Catholic Day-School. In the summer of 1964 the Catholic Church



sponsored Day-School for children between the ages 4 and ,bout 13.

During the sessions the children played organized games, colored pictures,

sang songs, and received noon meals on occasion. Included in the staff

of the school were two Catholic Sisters and two lay workers. Transpor-

tation was provided to and from the school in the private automobiles

of the lay workers. Some cooperation was received from Indian mothers

who were members of the Catholic church. Ten to fifteen children attended

each session of the school.

The school was open to all Indian children, although portions of the

activities had distinctly religious overtones (e.g., on occasion the

children colored pictures illustrating events from the Bible). Judged

on the basis of thee number of children living on the reservation and

the sectarian overtones of the activities, the Cat, ;c Day;-School

seemed to be a successful venture.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs Summar Recreation Program. By contrast,

the OLA-sponslred program was not successful, in spite of the fact that

recreational ewipment and trained sup" visors were available and anziovs

to stimulate interest in the program. Letters had been sent in advance

to all families on the reservation, informing them of the particulars

of the program. The program hobbled along for several weeks with Min-

imal response from the Indians. Failure of the program may be attbuted

in part to a lack of transportation to and from the recreation areal per-

haps the Catholic Day-School siphdhed off some of the children who would

otherwise have participated in the ILA program; and probably for SW

Indians the program bore the stigma of Government sponsorship.

some Major Problems,and Possibilities for their Solution

I. What area should be inc seed b the Head Start center?

In keeping with the guidelines set forth in the Heed Start information

pamphlet, the prggram might profitably be designed to include 0: children

of low-income families, Indian as well az White and lftgro, within a twenty
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mile radius of the town of Holton, Kansas. Surh a geographical limitation

woulJ include both the Kickapoo and Potawatomi reservations, as well as

the adjacent Mayetta, Holton, and Horton areas. Thc boundaries would not

conflict with those of Head Start programs being initiated in the city of

Topeka to the south, although coordination with the Topeka officials should

probably be made. Such boundaries would also facilitate coordination with

the area Public Health Field Office, located in Holton, which presently

administers to both the Kickapoo and Potawatomi reservations.

2. Would the Indian and White families in the area Eumort.l_prosctim

of Head Start su ort it with time as well as words? This, as I see it,

is the most crucial of the problems listed here, and the most difficult

for which to provide even tentative suggestions for solution. It involves

motivation, a "felt need" on the part of the families involved to set ep

the program and keep it going. Speaking only of the Potawatomi, I would

say that the "felt need" for an improvement of educational opportunities

open to children is already present among most of the adults. But trans-

forming this felt need into the required action might require some sale,-

menship on the part of Head ,tart perzonnel, end I an not sure that sales-

manship is one of the qualities these personnel are expected to possess.

To state the problem differently, I feel certain that the Potawatomi
would be willing to receive At subsidy for an education program, but I

feel that many of them woula be initially reluctant to give freely of

their time and effort required to fulfill the remaining i44 of the total
cost of the program. A possible mesas of overcoming this initial reac-
tion could be a ileries of group ana inaividual conferences betweeh the
parents of the children eligible to participate in Head Start and key
personae, in the local program, during which the,fine points of the

program could be outlined and discussed and specific tasks assigned.

Several of these conferences would probably be requlb_4 hefore the pro-
gram could operate smoothly.

Those interested in establishing a Head Start program in this area

might well take into consideration the amount of salesmanship required
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to yet the necessary coo ration from parent z; the salesmanship effort

could conceivably demand more time the the key professional personnel

could profitably afforo to spend.

3. Transportation. Regardless of where the center is finally located,

some means must be found for rounding up children living in homes spread

over a roughly circular area with a diameter of forty miles (if these

limits are accepted). The obvious solution would seem to be to enlist

the aid of parents in setting up a series of car pools. But in even he

more well-to-do Indian families, safe and reliable automobiles are not

always to be found, and Indian mothers in the area are not known for their

driving skill. It may be necessary to hire local professional school

bus drivers and utilize some of the school busses in the area to provide

satisfactory transportation.

4. Seece for the center. Thi is really a matter for the plannjng

committee to work out, but there seems to be no shortage of building space

which could be utilized. The Potawatomi Community Hall, just west of the

major north-south highway linking Mayetta with Holton.and Horton, le one

possible s:tei in the town of Mayetta sr:: a number of vacant buildings

which could he mode suitcble with relatively little effort.

5.- clotting the program under way. Someone or some group of perstini!,
.

of course, must act as a catalyst for c3mmunity action -- and they fiat
be Wiling patiently to sit through a long series of conferences with

individual Indian familibs ono to answer the same questiowasked *Over&

times by the same person. Form letters, pamphlets, etc. sent through

the mail to individual Indian families will certainly make the 6ware

of the existence of a head Start program; but such literature will, etc

my opinion, not provide much incentive to get the program under fray..

I feel that the best means of achieving this is, as I have said Were,'

through a series of face-to-face contacts with individuals. If group

meetings are deemed appropriate, I would strongly urve ;het orregromotti

be made to provide a meal for the group, that the meth** be scheduled



when both parents would be able to attend, and maximum use be mode of
graphic aids (probably pictures). The Potawatomi Indians, like otherpeople, are proud of the fact that they are the "real Americans." Iwould therefore suggest that any graphic aids used should not 'play up"the squalor of the slums from which the children in other Head Startprograms have been drawn -- the Indians,

although perhaps not much betteroff, would prcAbly be offended by the implicit comparison of their ownenvironment with that shown in pictures of Negro children playing inlittered streets.

But who whould be the catalyst, the organizer? The Public Healthfield nurse, (Mrs. Ginzler, Field Nurse, Office of the Public HealthService, Holton, Kansas) has expressed enthusiasm for the Head Startprogram. Furthermore, she has on file in her office the records of fem.Hies on both the Potawotomi and Kickapoo reservations and in the sr-roundino .owns, from %Mich could be drawn a list of potential Head Startenrollees. Out she elready has a full-time job in the field office, andmay be u. able to assume the additional burden of organization in the ini-tial phases of the program. Furthermore, whether justifiable or not, sheha', ham criticized by people on the reservation, primarily members ofthe conservative faction, for her practices in running the health office.Thus she may run into difficulties in attempting to establish contactwith several families. She may be willing to ipiply information .'orother Head Start personnel however, and would probably be happy to co-ordinate the Head Start program with her health program.
The Potawatomi

Business Committee, Philip Burns, Chairman, coul4add support to the program; but, as noted earlier, the members of thecommittee are all from the progressive faction and would therefore notbe welcome in some Indian homes.
Furthermore, five of the seven membersof the committee do not live near the reservation, but are scattered insuch places as Leavenworth, Kansas and Wichita, Kansas some 300 milessouthwest of Mayettr (Philip Burns is employed bran aircraft manu-



facturing company in Wichita.) Mr. Frank Nioce, Jr., living in Hoyt,

Kansas is a relatively young n4m5ar of the committee with a good edu-

cation and an apparent desire to help his tribe. Although I have not

spoken with him about Heed Start, he might be willing to serve as one

of the initial organizers. Every effort should be made to insure that

members of both factions have a part in the planning. Lonservative

leaders are Mrsy Minnie Evans and Mr. John Wahwassuck, both of whom

live on the reservation.

I would suggest that perhaps the type of person best qualified

to contact the individual Indian families in their homes and in group

meetings would be a non-Indian with a desire to help initiate a Head

Start program, who has not become clearl associated in the Potawatomi's

minds with the Bureau of Indian Affairs the Public Health Service or

either of the two factizsLia22122the rezurvation (although in the

course of the program's oevelopment, some such association will inevi-

tably be made). The logical choice would, it seems to me, be one of

the Vista volunteers with demonstrated ability to interact effectively

with Amoricen Indian groups. AD anthropologist associated with the

University of Kansas Potawatomi Research Project might also be sug-

gested; in the absence of Or. Clifton, who is to be in Latin AmmrAce

during the academic year 1965-66, next choice would be Ann Seeicy,

a student within the Department who has worked many weeks among these

people.

6. Relationship between Head Start and the local agency of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. Both the Bureau and Head Start are Government

organizations, which does not necessarily mean that friendly cooperation

between them "in the field" is inevitable. I feel that as a minimum the

Agency in Holton should be apprised~ 'of the efforts of the organizing

committee, and the Agency's cool-wAtion .sad suggestions solicited. The

Superintendent of the Horton Agency is Mr. Buford Morrison (Bureau of

Indian Affairs Agency, Horton, Kansas). Thu Head Start operation will

inevitably suffer, I feel, if the Indians are led to believe that it is
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"just another 8IA program."

Would a Head Start Program be Successful in the Potawatomi Community?

In my opinion, a Head Start program designed along the lines suggested

in the Head Start information pamphlet would not work successfully. Pro-

grams requiring cooperation from the members of the community in the past

have beer unsuccessful. The Catholic Gay-school program operated with

apparent success because transportation, supervision, supplies, etc. were

all supplied by the Catholic Church. Those few Indian mothers ulso did

participate apparently did so because they were Catholics, not because

they were Potawatomi. The payment of a considerable amount of Claims

Case monies to the tribe has been delayed for several years through the

legal efforts of mitimbers of the conservative faction,and programs of

community development, including a scholarship fund, have had to be Out

off. The 8LA recreation program, designed to benefit the Potawatomi

children, was largely ignored by the Potawatomi adults.

I predict that there would be initial enthusiasm for is Head Start

program among the Potawatomi which would wane rapidly a the necessity

for cooperation and willing donation of time and effort increased. The

net result of the program would be characteristic of so many program*

designed to benefit the American Indians in the pasts an outside agency

would be doing something for the Indians, but not with the Indians. A

cursory look at the history of our nation's "Indian programs" will show

that the Indians themselves are only partially to blame for this seemingly

inevitable reaction.

Do the Potawatomi Need a Head Start Program?

I remind the reader that I am not speaking as a teacher, public

health expert, or psychologist when I say that in my opinion, the Pot-

wmatomi do not need a Head Start program. I have implied as much in

Z- ,..7AMMMINA44-,
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some segments of the foregoing analysis, but I should now like to make

my reasoning explicit: first, the home environment of most Potawatomi

children is not as healthy as that of the average Americ,,n family, but

it is not therefore unhealth . The diet is adequate in most ccises I am

aware of. There is exposure to the mass media of American civilization

via television, radio, and occasional movies. There appears to be ample

opportunity for children to play with other children, although in the

pre - school age group Indian children play primarily with other Indian

children.

Second, and most important for a consideration of the possibilities

of. the Ht ad Start program, the Indian children seem to be as ready for

school as the children of the local White farmers. The; go to the same

schools as the White children, compete with them in the class room ( and

apparently compete well), and understand what the t.Archer is soyingos

well as the White children do. The Potewatomi children today are not

carted off to boarding school and taught by teachers hired by Civil Ser.

vice; they do not suffer from the effects of de facto School segregation

from the hard-nosed (and supposedly more "adequate") urban school systems.

Third, I gat the impression from interviews with White teachers and

the Potawatomd themselves that "the Indian problem" in the local school

systems is not apparent until the sixth grade. I con find no evidence

that Indian children start school in the surrounding towns with an intel-

lectual or emotional handicap; mote can I see how a Head Start program would

erase or alleviate the problems which seem to crop up six or seven years

later, and often result in drop -out or expulsion.
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Suaanar.....z.Lird .2..tqatfonoinne s

In this report I have attempted to sketch out features of the Pot:.

awatomi reservation community which I think are of relevance to planning

for a Head Start program. I have listed some of the problems that such

a program would encounter, and I have offered possible solutions to these

problems. In spite of my own belief that a Head Start program would not

be successful with the Potawatomi, and that the community does not really

need such a program, I have attempted to write the report in such a way

that those not sharing my beliefs would have some basic information to

aid them in their planning. Laying aside my own doubts about the neces-

sity and functioning of a Head Start program, I will list in summary form

my recommendations regarding its establishment and operation:

1. The program should be designed to include the children of low-

income families :of both the Potawatomi and Kickapoo Indian Reservations,

as well as those of those other destitute families in the area within

a twenty mile radius of the city of Holton, Kansas.

2. Asa means of getting the program under way, a planning committee

should be set up which includes the local Public Health Field Nurse in

Holton, Kansas (Mrs. Ginzler), local members of the tribal (Wiliness Com-

mittee, at least one member of the conservative faction on the Potawatomi

reservation, and a Vista worker who has had experience with American Indian

groups. Please note that this recommendation is written with only the

Potawatomi in mind; the Kickapoo tribe also has a tribal council and is

beset with factional problems, and the planning committee would probably

have, to include representitives of the Kickapoo as well as other, non*

Indian families who would share in the Head Start benefits.

3. The Vista volunteer should plan a long series of meetings with

families eligible to participate in the program, designed to familiarise

these CAPilies with the program and encourage their active participation.

1 suggest that . series of meetings with the individual families would

be the best initial procedure, followed later by a series of group meetings.
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Motivating the families to give their time and effort to the program looms

as one of the most formidable and perplexing problems.

4. The planning committee should begin its activities as soon as

possible. Meetings take time, and Indians often take even more time to

make up their minds about a new program.

5. Care should be taken to include in the program only those families

whose need is greatest. Few things can ";stir WI the Potawatomi more

quickly than rumors that the benefits of a program are being 4,skimmed

off" by those who do not really need them. Rumors are to be exprcted in

and Indian reservation community, but they can be harmful ^aly if they can -
not be refuted by fact.

6. In presenting the program to members of the Indian community,
I suggest th"t the "up from the slums' theme be soft-pedalled. Although
individual Indians may be willing to acknowledge the benefits of a program
designed to better equip their children for school, they would resent
comparison of their existence on the reservation with that of the big
city slums. Also, I have found that just because the American Indian
is a member of one of the nation's minority groups does not necessarily
mean that he is free from prejudice against other racial and/or ethnic
minorities.

7. The loca) office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Horton should
be apprised of the program, and its cooporatiol and suggestions solicited.
Care must be talon to avoid identification of Ole Head Start program with
programs sponsored by the local Bureau, however.

8. Indian mothers should not be utilized as driver, in car pools.
Although it involves greater expense, the safest and surest solution to
the transportation problem would be to utilize the local school bus drivers
and vehicles.

9, A hot, high-protein meal, and perhaps juice or milk break,
should be incorporated into the program. This would encourage parents
to send their children to the center, and supplement the home diet of
Indian children.



10. The planning committee should be aware of the possible disruptive

influence of factionalism on both the Potawatomi and Kickapoo reservations.

I know of no upat" ways of avoiding such influence; in my own work I have

found it helpful to avoid publi- committment to one or the other of the

Potaawtomi factions and to behave as if the conflict is not important to me.

I do, howewr, consider the threat of harmful influence from factionalism

serious slough to recommend that members of both factions be included

in that planning committee of posAble (see #2).

I emphasize once again that I assume full responsibility for these

recommendations, which ere based on my own observations ari iuterviews

with both Indians and Whites and sincere effort to appraise the sit-

uation objeutively. Other analysts, in my own and other disciolines,

might come to different conclusions and offer somewhat different recom-

mendation*. It is my hope that some of the problems and recommendations

expressed here will be of some use to those wishing to set up a Head Start

program, either with the Potawatomi or in other American Indian groups.
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A List of Persons Who Ma Wish to NEig

Mrs. Ginzler,

Field Nurse
US Public Health Field Station
Holton, Kansas

Mr. Frank Nioce, Jr.
c/O Mr. Frank B. Nioce
Hoyt, Kansas

Mn. t Vestana Walker
US Public Health Field Station
Holton. Kansas

Mrs. Minnie Evans
A.R. #2
Mayotte, Kansas

(A member of the Potawatomi
tribal Business Committee)

(A member of the progressive
faction and past member Of the
Potawatomi Business Committee)

(An elderly leader of the con-
servative faction; unable to
do much foot- work but orr of
the opinion leaders on the
reservation)

Mr. Buford Morrison
Superintendent, Bureau of Indian Affairs Agency
tinPton, Kansas

Miss Ann Searcy
.department of Anthropology

University of Kansas
Lawrence; Kansas

(A student who has worked issny
weeks wrong the Potwator4 and
who is particularly interested
in the young and their devittop-

ment. Her training has been with
Ors. Bert Kaplan and James Clifton. 1

She is planning to leave K.U.
to study elsewhere, beginning
Spring Semester.)

4


